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To achieve a good contact it
is important to take a holistic
approach looking at both
horse and rider

A holistic approach is needed when it
comes to bitting, experts have agreed
DON’T just look at the bit when it
comes to resolving problems with
the contact, riders have been told.
Experts urged those in the
equestrian world to look at the
whole picture — horse and rider
— when it comes to bitting.
The calls were made at the
Worshipful Company of Loriners’
conference on 6 November.
Leading equine vet Dr Jane
Nixon stressed the value of
understanding the knock-on
effects of conformation and horse
management.
“It is so important to consider
the whole horse,” she said.
Dr Nixon gave examples of
how troubles in other areas of a
horse’s body could play a role in
an unsteady head carriage — and
how problems around a horse’s
head could result in lameness.
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For example, head discomfort can
lead to one-sidedness, uneven
back muscle development and
hindlimb lameness.
She stressed the importance of
hindlimb balance, as imbalances
here can lead to issues such as
pelvic asymmetry, back pain and
an unsteady head carriage.
Dr Caroline Benoist, manager
of research and education at Neue
Schule’s academy, agreed with
Dr Nixon on the importance of
understanding horse anatomy,
particularly when it comes to bit
and bridle fitting.
She explained the jaw joint
(temporomandibular “TMJ” joint)
— which is above and behind the
eye, beneath where the horse’s
Captain Mark
Phillips won
the Horse &
Hound Lifetime
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following Nick Skelton and the 11th
Duke of Beaufort. Report, p27.

headband sits — has many major
nerves running through it.
She added that inappropriate
pressure, such as poorly fitted
bridles or those that restrict the
jaw’s movement, could have
effects on the whole horse.
“I cannot underscore enough
the impact of proper bridle fit and
using appropriate amounts of rein
tension and looking at the horse’s
body as a whole,” said Dr Benoist.
“The jaw cannot move
forwards if the noseband is too

less chance of realising where his
limbs are.
“It is not our intention to make
you panic [about nosebands],
it is to create awareness, and to
tighten them sensibly.”
She added that each horse is
an individual and that care needs
to be taken to ensure the correct
fit, as “pony, cob, full” size options
do not take into account the
differences in equines’ face shapes.
Top British eventer Nicola
Wilson explained how a focus on

‘There’s no bit that hurts the horse,
it’s the idiot on the end of the reins’
MARK SMITH

tight. Tissues expand — if you are
starting off with a tight noseband,
it is only going to get tighter.
“If that jaw cannot slide
forwards, the horse has much
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training was vital to finding the
key to her European team gold
and individual bronze medalwinning mare Bulana.
“Bulana is the most magical
Trainer Paul
Nicholls had
five winners at
Wincanton on 10
November. Grand
Sancy, If You Say
Run and Flic Ou Voyou, were ridden
by Harry Cobden; Capeland and
Present Man by Bryony Frost.
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Whole horse key to contact

horse, she’s beautiful and
incredibly talented,” said Nicola.
“I got her later on in her career,
and when I started to ride her
she had so much enthusiasm and
wanted to do the job at the fastest
speed possible — out hacking she
would put her nose on her chest
and trot off with me.
“I never felt she was an outand-out puller; I felt it was more
in her mind than her mouth.”
Nicola credited her trainers,
Ian Woodhead and Chris Bartle,
her support team and the work
she did with the mare at home
with finding the solution.
This included a lot of riding
up and down hills, with surprise

transitions, to build the mare’s
strength and to get her to listen to
Nicola’s leg and body aids.
Through a process of trial and
error, Nicola used a Barry gag and
Kineton noseband and progressed
to riding the mare in a Neue
Schule Nelson waterford gag with
a flash noseband.
“Start from the basics. It’s
about forming that partnership
and trust from day one; every
horse is different,” added Nicola.
“As she has become stronger
physically, she has become
stronger mentally. It is a balance
between getting the training
right, the bitting right and the
management right.”

IMPORTANCE OF BALANCE AND FEEL
EVENTING icon Jane
Holderness-Roddam has called
on the horse world not to
neglect balance and feel as the
cornerstones of good riding in
our “health and safety” society.
The Olympic gold medallist
said times have changed, with
health and safety, insurance
and liability at the forefront of
people’s minds, making teaching
riding very challenging.
“We do have to be careful
and we have to think much more
so than we used to,” she said.
“Where do we draw the line?
I think we have to think about
how we as riders, trainers and
people with influence in the
horse world can do something
about it.
“A lot of riders have only
ridden in a school or on a
surface; they don’t know what
effect being outside will have on
the horse.”
Mrs Holderness-Roddam
encouraged teaching children
through fun exercises, such as
round-the-world, to help them
find their own balance.
“Keep getting children doing
things like mounted games,
sponsored rides, hunting — all
those things that we did when
we were young,” she said.
“For me, the best training
is riding out in the country,
cantering up and down hills and
riding through woods, where you
learn those things naturally.
“You cannot force balance: it
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has to come naturally.”
She added that lunge lessons
are “one of the most useful
things” to help develop balance,
feel and an independent seat.
“You have to become one
with your horse, and riders need
to do as much on the lunge as
possible, but you do need a nice,
sensible horse,” she said.
Speaker Mark Smith agreed.
“If all riders spent more time
on the lunge, their balance would
improve and they wouldn’t be
balancing on the horse’s mouth,”
he said, adding that he was
“delighted” all the speakers
were “singing from the same
songsheet”.
“I thought I might feel out of
place; I didn’t expect to be here
thinking, ‘They’ve pinched all my
best lines,’” he said.
He explained that he works
with riders to emphasise correct
body-weight position and
use of the leg to avoid them
inadvertently giving the horse
contradictory signals.
Mr Smith has been described
as the “bitless man”, which he
does not agree with.
“I have never advocated all
riders go bitless — it is all about
techniques,” he said, adding he is
the “soft-hands man”.
“Holding your horse crosscountry has to be technique in
the same way that dressage is.
“There is not a bit in the
world that hurts the horse — it is
the idiot on the end of the reins.”

Trainer Charlie
Appleby won
the Melbourne
Cup with Cross
Counter, ridden
by Kerrin McEvoy.
The race was last won by a Britishbred horse, Vintage Crop trained
by Dermot Weld, in 1993.

